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Abstract: 

This article aims at exploring George Eliot‟s 

attitude towards Islam and Arabs at a time when 

many Victorian thinkers raised the question of 

Islam and published many favourable but also 

critical books and essays about this issue. It is 

interesting to investigate whether Eliot‟s readings of 

English and European writers and intellectuals who 

showed affinities with Islam and Islamic culture 

had any influence on her thought and opinion. It is 

also quite essential to assess Eliot‟s involvement in 

the expansion of the British Empire in Arab and 

Muslim countries and determine with objectivity 

the extent to which she supported this colonial 
mission. 
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Résumé : 

Cet article vise à explorer l'attitude de George 

Eliot envers l'islam et les Arabes à un moment où 

de nombreux penseurs victoriens ont soulevé la 

question de l'islam et avaient publié de nombreux 

livres et essais favorables mais aussi critiques à 

propos de cette question. Il est intéressant 

d'étudier si les lectures d'Eliot des écrivains et 

intellectuels anglais et européens qui ont montré 

des affinités avec l'islam et la culture islamique 

avaient une influence sur sa pensée et ses 

opinions. Il est également tout à fait essentiel 

d‟essayer d‟évaluer l'implication d'Eliot dans 

l'expansion de l'empire britannique dans les pays 

arabes et musulmans et de déterminer avec 

quelque objectivité jusqu‟à quelle mesure avait- 

elle a soutenu cette mission coloniale. 

Mots clés : Islam, les Arabes, le colonialisme, 

civilisation musulmane, culture musulmane. 

 

Introduction : 

In her youth, and during her 

evangelical period, George Eliot 

did not consider Islam any 

differently than the other people 

of her creed. In fact, even the term 

“Islam” was completely ignored 

at the time, particularly among the 

Evangelicals and the intolerant 

intellectual circles that believed 

the prophet Mohammed an 

imposter, and therefore focused  
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on his person and his followers as a fanatic sect rather than as a true religion. Eliot‟s 

attitude towards Islam was then very much the same as that of other evangelical believers. Like 

all the rest, she saw this new religion only through the narrow-minded and prejudiced picture of 

the Arab prophet she had been presented with by biased Victorians.  In a letter to her Calvinist 

teacher Miss Lewis on 21st May 1840, she put forth her project to draw a chart of ecclesiastical 

history, but which she intended not to continue beyond the year 606 “when mahommedanism 

became a besoin of destruction in the hand of the Lord, and completely altered the aspect of 

ecclesiastical history” (Cross 32).  

We must wait almost forty years – till her last published work Impressions of 

Theophrastus Such (1879) – to see her spontaneously express in writing her deference to the 

Muslims‟ sacred Book though the incident is to be classified rather as anecdotal, almost trivial. It 

is this spontaneity with which she expressed her apologies that seems important although it might 

also prove revelatory. Talking of a strange man called Lentulus in “A Man Surprised at his 

Originality”, Eliot inappropriately used the word “Koran”, but swiftly apologised afterwards, 

clarifying her point: “he [Lentulus] might have clad his addled originalities, disjointed 

commonplaces, blind denials, and balloon-like conclusions in that mighty sort of language which 

would have made a new Koran for a knot of followers. I mean no disrespect to the ancient 

Koran” (60). When examined in depth, however, the above example makes one wonder, first, 

whether the phrase “a new Koran” was a common, semantically unmarked “idiomatic” 

expression in Victorian times; second why Eliot didn‟t, for instance, make the comparison with 

“a new Bible” or “a new Torah” instead; finally, why Eliot associated “that mighty sort of 

language” with “addled originalities, disjointed commonplaces, blind denials, and balloon-like 

conclusions”. 

 

1. Eliot’s Judeophile Quest 

Although Eliot might have been interested in knowing more about Islam as a religion 

at an earlier time in her life, most of this interest showed only after her getting acquainted with 

and coached by Emanuel Deutsch in preparation for the writing of her much controversial novel 

Daniel Deronda in the 1870s. In fact, this interest seems to have arisen only in relation to her 

new Judeophile quest for a better understanding of Judaism although in the late 1840s she had a 

completely different opinion about the Jews as shown by a letter of hers to J. Sibree in 1848 and 

whose content translates Eliot‟s intellectual flirtation with anti-Semitic ideology: “much of their 

early mythology, and almost all their history, is utterly revolting ... Everything specifically 

Jewish is of a low grade” (Cross 88). In contrast to the above quote, let‟s quote an extract from 

another letter that a much wiser, more mature and tolerant Eliot wrote to the American novelist 

H. B. Stowe, twenty-eight years later, on 29th October 1876: “I therefore felt urged to treat Jews 

with such sympathy and understanding as my nature and knowledge could attain to. Moreover, 

not only towards the Jews, but towards all Oriental peoples with whom we English come in 

contact, a spirit of arrogance and contemptuous dictatorialness is observable which has become a 

national disgrace to us” (Cross 653). “But”, says Eliot, “towards the Hebrews we western people, 

who have been reared in Christianity, have a peculiar debt” (Cross 653). 

 Most of what we know today of Eliot‟s interest in Islam can only be derived from 

the few notes she left us in her own notebooks, or in the margins of the books she was reading at 
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the time – and almost none in her essays or novels. One of these sources was Emanuel Deutsch‟s 

essay “Islam” which, in part, originated from his review of Aloys Sprenger‟s The Life of 

Mohammad, from Original Sources. The core objective for the writing of “Islam” seems to 

prove, as Deutsch puts it, that: “Mohammedanism owes more to Judaism than either to 

Heathenism or to Christianity ... we think Islam neither more nor less than Judaism as adapted to 

Arabia” (64). Most of the notes that Eliot made from her reading of Deutsch, Sprenger or Munk 

about Islam also clearly pointed to Deutsch‟s above cited objective. 

 

2. Eliot & fundamental Islamic notions 

Let‟s see Eliot‟s first note concerning the etymology of the word Allah as entered in 

her notebooks: “The Çufis who developed Mohammed‟s idea; fell on the same sort of expression 

as the Jehovists. „wenn du uns fragst, wer Gott ist, so antworten wir: Howa, howa, i.e. er ist er.‟ 

(howayya = Ipseität)” (qtd. in Irwin 39). When we translate the quoted expression from German 

into English, it gives us the following: If you ask us who is God, we answer: Howa, howa i.e. he 

is he. Munk‟s commentary on the etymology of the name YAHWE refers to Exodus iii, 13-14: 

“And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM” (qtd. in Irwin 39). Eliot had also read Ben 

Maimon (a.k.a Maimonides) the famous medieval Andalusian Jewish philosopher through 

Munk‟s French translation of his philosophical treatise Le Guide des Egarés from which she 

drew the etymology of YAHWE, the Hebrew name of God (279). She also took more notes from 

Munk‟s other works, like Mélanges de philosophie juive et arabe (1859) which she read in 1868 

and Palestine, Description Géographique, Historique et Archéologique (1845) (Irwin 39). 

Munk‟s scholarly expertise showed most in his study of Judæo-Arabic literature and philosophy 

of the Middle Ages. 

Three other entries in Eliot‟s notebooks, all of them derived from Deutsch‟s essay 

“Islam”, are worth mentioning here: Mohammed means “the Praised”, Islam: “peace”, and 

Muslim: “righteous man” (qtd. in Irwin 289). Though still inscribed in her (and Deutsch‟s) 

obsessed search for justifiable connections between Judaism and Islam, Eliot had for the first 

time taken note of the simple, clear and unquestionably positive etymological meaning of three 

basic but fundamental terms: “Islam”, “Muslim”, and “Mohammed”. 

It is worth noting here my bewilderment when I incidentally came across the 

puzzling use of the Islamic shahada or declaration of faith by Eliot to sign off one of her letters 

to her publisher John Blackwood on 29th October 1871. And I still keep wondering what made 

Eliot recall and use this Islamic formula, though in a somewhat jumbled order: “As for me, I ... 

am thankful to have so many good heads at work for me. Allah illah allah!”1 (Cross 567). Did 

she mean to sound smart with her publisher or did she just intend to introduce a pleasant foreign, 

exotic or oriental note or touch to her discourse? Of course, owing to the lack of sufficient 

information, we can only resort to mere speculation in this case. 

 

3. Eliot’s notes about the Sufis and the Hanyfs 

                                                 
1
 The correct form and order of the Muslim shahada is la ilaha illa Allah. This first half means: 

there is no God but Allah. 
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From Sprenger‟s The Life of Mohammad, from Original Sources, Eliot made use of a 

number of interesting notes, almost all of them translating connections between Judaism and 

Islam. Two of them concerned the Hanyfs and the Çufis or Sufis. According to Sprenger, the 

dogmatic core of Mohammad‟s monotheism was greatly influenced by the Abrahamic beliefs of 

Hanyfs, a sect of Essene Jews (Irwin 388). According to Islam, there seems to be an inherent 

contradiction in Sprenger‟s consideration of the Meccan hanyfs as Jews for when Zayd – one of 

the earliest members of Hanyfs in Mecca – asked a Jew about the true religion so that he would 

embrace it, the latter said that Judaism was not the true religion and directed him to the Hanyfs: 

“what is the Hanyf? asked Zayd. It is the religion of Abraham; he was neither a Jew nor a 

Christian; he worshipped nothing but God … Like Zayd, Mohammad professes to be a Hanyf, 

and to follow the religion of Abraham” (Sprenger 168). 

Eliot‟s note about the Hanyfs as a sect of Essene Jews is related to her other note 

about the Çufis or Sufis as “followers of the Essenes” (Irwin 388). According to Sprenger, “all 

Çufies aspire to prophecy, in the sense in which Ghazzaly takes the word; that is to say, to 

intuitive knowledge of truth ... The sincere Çufies live in solitude, fast, pray and incessantly 

meditate on the nature of God and eternity” (116). Regardless of the anachronistic confusion 

there seems to exist in Sprenger‟s mind between both Hanyfs and Sufis being either a sect or 

followers of Essene Jews, both terms, i.e. Hanyfs and Sufis, were relevantly picked out and noted 

down by Eliot as they carry over two distinctive concepts that – if correctly interpreted and 

understood – are meaningful enough to present a clear image of Islam. The term “Hanyf” 

translates the Abrahamic origin of Islam and “Sufi” points to the way how to attain “intuitive 

knowledge of truth” (Sprenger 116), as al-Ghazzali put it. Eliot, however, seems to have noted 

down these terms only for their connection with the Essene Jews, not for their own meanings as 

such.  

 

4. Eastern & Western Philosophies: an Interconnection 

Al-Ghazzali was not unknown or unfamiliar to Eliot, and Sprenger was not her only 

source for the distinguished Muslim Sufi philosopher. Eliot‟s companion, Georges Henry Lewes, 

with whom she shared her life at the time, was deeply involved in an encyclopedic research, 

gathering the works of famous philosophers in order to publish a universal history of philosophy. 

In his History of Philosophy from Thales to Comte, vol. 2, Lewes devoted a whole chapter to 

what he called “Arabian Philosophy” through the works and views of eminent Muslim 

philosophers among whom al-Ghazzali. Lewes was so excited by the originality of al-Ghazzali‟s 

Revivification of the Sciences of Religion that he exclaimed: “It bears so remarkable a 

resemblance to the Discours sur la Méthode of Descartes, that had any translation of it existed in 

the days of Descartes, everyone would have cried out against the plagiarism” (49). While not 

confirming that there existed a Latin translation of al-Ghazzali‟s book at the time (117), H. N. 

Rafiabadi does not exclude this possibility since, as he writes, the Muslim philosopher‟s 

influence on another French scientist and philosopher contemporary of Descartes – Blaise Pascal 

– has been amply proven, and that many of al-Ghazzali‟s works had been translated into Latin 

and even Hebrew as early as the 12th century (175). Much more important than this polemical 

point, Rafiabadi reminds us of the impact of al-Ghazzali‟s thought on philosophers whom Eliot 
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drew much from, like the French Positivist Auguste Comte (327), the German Emmanuel Kant 

(340), and even Maimonides (177). 

Talking of Eliot‟s shared intellectual concerns with Lewes through translations and 

readings common to both, it is very interesting to note that they had formed a network of literary 

and philosophical interests, mainly European (like Kant, Comte, Strauss, Feuerbach, Goethe and 

many more), which also interconnects with great names of medieval Islamic thinkers. Lewes had 

written a biography of Goethe and a history of philosophy including, as mentioned earlier, a 

whole chapter on Muslim philosophers. Eliot had also translated major works by Strauss and 

Feuerbach and, like Lewes, was very much interested in German culture and the oriental 

influence it went through in the 18th and 19th century. This interconnection between Western 

European and Muslim intellectuals is historically traced back by the scholar of religions and the 

specialist in the study of Islam and interfaith dialogue Clinton Bennett to “a philosophical school, 

represented by Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), G.W. Leibnitz (1646-1716), Immanuel Kant (1724-

1804) and J.W. Goethe (1749-1832), behind whom stood the poetic and literary influence of the 

Saracens via Spain and Sicily where much creative cultural and intellectual interaction occurred 

between the Christian and Muslim worlds” (10). Yet, unlike Goethe, for example, who never 

shied away from publicly claiming his artistic and spiritual admiration for Hafiz‟s Persian Sufi 

poetry (53), and bridging the gap between East and West in his West-Eastern Divan2, neither 

Lewes nor Eliot seem to share this interest in Sufism despite the former‟s thorough investigation 

of the German poet‟s life and his full knowledge of some Muslim Sufi philosophers, and the 

latter‟s unquestionable Germanophile and Judeophile erudition. This indifference or lack of 

interest – shown by Eliot in situations or instances where others whom she admired for their 

talent and intellect had clearly expressed their admiration or respect for Islamic culture and even 

helped in establishing cross-cultural bridges between East and West – is palpable in most of the 

author‟s materials explored in this study. Both Nurbhai and Newton acknowledged the fact that 

“mystic thought in Judaism [was] influenced by medieval Islamic mysticism” and that “Eliot was 

aware of this exchange of ideas” (54). She, however, never turned this “awareness” into 

intellectual interest and seems, for the most part, to be only interested in a one-way exchange of 

these very ideas, hence her reading of exclusively Hebrew and European authors on Islam or 

Arabs – never (according to what is known so far about the books she had read in her lifetime) 

was there any mention of any original Arab-Islamic titles despite the fact that many of these 

sources were available through their translations into many of the European languages that Eliot 

mastered3. 

 

5. Eliot’s Book Reviews: Arabs & the British Empire 

Among Eliot‟s book reviews, the following two turn to be quite revelatory. In 1854, 

she reviewed, in the Leader, N. Davis‟s Evenings in My Tent and wrote in the introduction, 

talking about the first English adventurers in Africa who may also be considered as being 

involved (one way or another) in scouting these virgin lands for colonising prospects: “Sad 

                                                 
2 In which “West” and “East” not only refer to Germany-Europe/Persia-Middle East, but also to 

the Christian/Muslim worlds. 
3 Except a copy of George Sale‟s translation of the Koran and, probably, the translation of The 

Arabian Nights (Irwin 312). 
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indeed is the catalogue of brave men, who have fallen victims to the climate, the hardships of the 

traveler‟s life, or the ferocity of the natives” (330). She then revealed to the reader her own, 

personal impression of the Arabs that she had mentally constructed mainly from her readings 

from the time she was a child till she grew up and became an adult. And that picture of the Arab 

was positively fascinating and “magical” – but only at first: “How little do we still know of 

Africa. In our childhood, its name exerted a mysterious power over our imaginations, dating 

from that terrible “African Magician” of the Arabian Nights … In riper years, poetry and 

romance peopled this grand stage with fitting actors, – with the lofty, generous Arab, dwelling 

like a patriarch of old, in his goat-skin tent” (330). Citing modern travellers, she quotes Davis 

drawing a totally different picture of the Arab than that of her childhood and her more mature 

readings: “Modern travellers concur in representing the Arab as singularly cunning, rapacious, 

and cowardly, apparently incapable of truth, and sunk in abject superstition; in fact, as exhibiting 

all the vices of an oppressed race” (330). Eliot merely quoted Davis and cautiously kept at a 

distance, avoiding getting involved with the content of the quote.  

Summarising Davis‟s aim in writing this book about the Arabs of Africa, Eliot 

writes: “the main object of Mr. Davis‟s book is to enforce his conviction that Africa can only be 

successfully explored, and its wild hordes civilised, by a well-organised system of missionaries” 

(330). Here, Eliot seems to protest against the ill-conducted colonial or imperialistic mission of 

the Church, accusing bigot and intolerant missionaries of causing great damage to “progress and 

to real civilisation” (330) – in fact, she seems not only to share Davis‟s opinion about this 

question, but also to fuel his argument with her personal point of view. However, she does not 

question colonialism or imperialism as such although she appears to acknowledge the fact that 

this is an “oppressed [Arab] race” (330). 

In another review of Richard Burton‟s First Footsteps in East Africa, Eliot gave us 

her appreciation of the grandeur of the renowned English traveller, explorer, spy, diplomat, and 

officer of her Majesty:  “His expedition to Mecca [in 1853] was an exploit without parallel for 

skill and daring” (310). A few lines further in her review, Eliot resumed an even more insistent 

praising of Burton‟s colonial exploit: “While complaining of the book, we must express, at the 

same time, our admiration of the exploit which it relates. The writer only is to blame – the man is 

all which a man ought to be” (310). Eliot, here, did not express any protest against Burton‟s 

violation of a city that is sacred to the Muslims although she kept insisting on her respect of other 

races of fellow-men. 

 

6. Eliot & Colonialism 

Like Lewes, her companion, and Dickens or the Brontës, Eliot actively participated 

in the colonial mission by investing her money in the overseas companies. To have a clear idea 

of the amount of money invested by her in the economic activities of the British Empire in the 

1860s and 1870s, let‟s quote Nancy Henry: “In addition to the Great Indian Peninsular and 

Madras Railways, Eliot owned stocks and bonds in Australia, Africa, Canada, and South 

America” (97). In relation with the issue of colonisation, Eliot appears like a pragmatic 

Englishwoman who never questions the occupation of other people‟s lands by force, but rather 

investigates the potential economic opportunities offered by the colonies for herself or her 

family. We can see her sense of pragmatism and adoption of typical colonial attitudes through 
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the investment of her money for many years in colonial economy, and also in the way she 

believed in a better future for Lewes‟s sons in the colonies – among which Algeria, a potential 

option that was together with India, Australia and South Africa seriously considered by both 

parents, Eliot and Lewes, at the time (Ashton 219). 

Paradoxically though, the youngest of the Lewes sons, Thornie, found a hero in the 

person of the emir Abdelkader when he read the poem written by Viscount Maidstone: Abd-el-

Kader: A Poem in Six Cantos. In a letter to Eliot on 3rd February 1861, Thornie admitted that 

Abdelkader was a hero he admired (Henry 54). The Algerian nationalist and freedom fighter 

emir was imprisoned in France and “became a celebrated cause among English radicals … or 

anti-Catholic Tories” (Henry 54). Henry made an interesting remark when she relevantly wrote: 

“Thornie‟s heroes are anti-imperialist nationalists to whom he is connected by his belief, as an 

Englishman living outside England, in the ideals of freedom and national self-determination” 

(54). This ideological contradiction is further explained by Henry who put it in a somewhat 

ironical way: “To the extent that he showed any desire to direct his own future, he imagined 

himself participating in a national liberation movement, not a colonizing project” (54). It is 

surprising how this last quote, once slightly reformulated, could safely and fairly be applied to 

Eliot‟s attitude toward colonialism or imperialism, or even the Jewish national project. From all 

the examples I have already mentioned, either her reviews of colonial literature or her pragmatic 

involvement in colonial investments, we find evidence of her belief – like that of her stepson 

Thornie – in participating in an effort of “progress” and “real civilisation”, “not a colonizing 

project”. In that she did not really differ from the common lot of her fellow citizens who 

considered these overseas lands as an opportunity for a better life that England could not offer 

them.  

Eliot believed in the 1850s that “emigration would enhance the development of the 

English race” (Henry 17). She never considered emigration as illegitimate occupation or illegal 

expropriation of the native populations‟ land and, when she did, her mea culpa (made public only 

a year before her death in “The Modern Hep!”) that “we are a small number of an alien race 

profiting by the territory and produce of these prejudiced people” (188) seems to have 

unfortunately come a bit too late. This almost lifelong unthinking acceptance of colonialism is 

likely to have paved the way for her acceptance of the Jewish resettlement project and return to 

Palestine, most probably for the sake of paying a “peculiar debt” (Cross 653) for all that 

historical injustice the landless Jews have suffered at the hands of the British, Europeans or 

others – even Muslims. Of the other Arab natives who had been living in the Holy Land of 

Jerusalem for centuries, Eliot never said a word. Why? 

 

7. Eliot & the Arab-Islamic Civilisation 

Talking about the possibility for nationalities to witness a revival, Deronda said: 

“Nations have revived. We may live to see a great outburst of force in the Arabs4, who are being 

inspired with a new zeal.” To which Pash reacted, in the same dialogue: “That may hold with 

                                                 
4
 Eliot was certainly referring to The Arab Renaissance or Awakening period of the late 19th 

century known as al-Nahda, which saw political turbulence, and intellectual and cultural 

innovations. 
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backward nations” (DD 484). Is it worth mentioning that in the whole novel Daniel Deronda, 

this is the only instance in which the word “Arab” was used by Eliot? And which Arab did she 

mean then? Was he, as she had already stated in her review “Evenings in My Tent”, “the lofty, 

generous Arab, dwelling like a patriarch of old, in his goat-skin tent” (330) of her romantic, 

idealistic childhood, or the “singularly cunning, rapacious, and cowardly, apparently incapable of 

truth, and sunk in abject superstition; in fact, as exhibiting all the vices of an oppressed race” 

(330) thus described by a majority of modern travellers? Whoever he was, this Arab certainly did 

not represent any Palestinian nor did he resemble the ones highly praised in “Islam” by The 

Jewish Emanuel Deutsch, Eliot‟s Hebrew mentor and valuable source for the writing of Daniel 

Deronda 

They [the Arabs], alone of all Shemites, came to Europe as kings, whither the 

Phoenicians had come as tradesmen, and the Jews as fugitives or captives ... 

to teach philosophy, medicine, astronomy, and the golden art of song to the 

West as well as to the East, to stand at the cradle of modern science, and to 

cause us late epigone for ever to weep over the day when Granada fell (123). 

Although Eliot spent with Lewes in 1867 about three months visiting Spain, 

particularly Southern Moorish Spain (ex al-Andalus), staying in Granada, Cordoba and Seville 

(Cross 490-91), and read many books related to Spain‟s Arab history (Gibbon & Ockley‟s 

History of the Saracen Empire) (Cross 485) or Arab philosophy (Renan‟s Averroes and 

Averroeism) (Cross 501), she did not seem to have been in the least impressed by all that the 

Moors left behind in terms of culture or civilisation. There was not one single note in her journals 

or line in her letters acknowledging – in more or less the same factual terms as Deutsch had done 

above – any of the cultural traces that those Saracens might have left after almost eight long 

centuries of presence in Europe. 

 

8. The Allusive & Elusive Eliot 

It is also puzzling to notice that despite her interest for and her thorough knowledge 

of ideas, opinions and works by influent European intellectuals, be they English, German or 

French whom she admired, and who, boldly and sometimes defiantly, expressed fair points of 

view concerning Islam and Arabs, like Deutsch above, or Carlyle or Goethe, Eliot never dared 

(i.e. never had the intellectual courage) to express herself publicly, via an article or an essay – or 

privately, in a letter or in her journals – on this issue. Most of the time, she kept either timidly 

allusive or rather elusive. Although she wrote and declared on many occasions, particularly 

towards the end of her life, that she had come to respect “all the great religions” and to have “no 

antagonism towards any religious belief, but a strong outflow of sympathy. Every community 

met to worship the highest Good (which is understood to be expressed by God) carries [her] 

along in its main current” (Cross 610), we will certainly never clearly know whether she included 

Islam among those “great religions” she had come to eventually revere; or also whether she 

included Arabs among “every community met to worship the highest Good”. We can see that 

even in such expressive moment in which the open-minded and tolerant Eliot could not refrain 

from being sincere, she showed again her apparently “pre-eminent” interest in the religions and 

communities “on which [her] own youth was nourished” and which she purposefully named: 

“Hebrewism and Christianity” (Cross 610), to the detriment of other races and religions that 
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vaguely stand in the background, “great” yet nameless – which, it may be argued, is quite 

legitimate and understandable in regard to the continually expanding size and the almost endless 

boundaries of such a vast Victorian empire. 

More than this, she did not want her opinions on this issue to be publicly known for 

when she finished writing the above quoted letter, she cautiously urged the reader – John Cross, 

her husband – to “please put this in the fire. It is scribbled in explanation to you only and not 

meant for other eyes” (Haight 5:448). What or who did she fear – if she feared anything or 

anyone? I simply wonder why then she would not take full responsibility for her (religious or 

other) opinions and ideas – even if a change of mind, as is obviously clear in her letter, is likely 

to have occurred many years later after her crisis of faith. 
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